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Vowel weakening in the Sabellic languages as language contact

Abstract: In this article I show that weakening of unstressed vowels in Oscan, Umbrian and Paelignian occurs in different environments and at different points in the relative or absolute chronologies of the individual languages, and produces different results. Consequently, vowel weakening did not take place in Proto- or Common Sabellic as commonly thought, but should instead be seen as the long-term result of the generalisation of an initial stress accent across a number of languages in contact in Ancient Italy, including Latin, the Sabellic languages, and Etruscan.
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1 Introduction

The Sabellic language family, an Indo-European subgroup, consists of a number of languages spoken in Ancient Italy, all of which were extinct by around the beginning of the first millennium A.D. The nearest relatives of the Sabellic languages were Latin and Faliscan, with which they formed a subgroup known as Italic. The relationship between the Sabellic languages and the establishment of a family tree for this Indo-European language group have been a topic of much discussion in recent decades (e.g. Coleman 1986; Meiser 1987; Ignasi J. Adiego Lajara 1992; 1993; Rix 2003; 2009; and now Clackson 2015). In general, this discussion has centred around which isoglosses between languages are to be attributed to shared innovation, and which to parallel innovation or contact. It has long been realised that there are a number of isoglosses between two or more languages which relative chronology shows can only have come into existence after Proto-Sabellic had already split up. These traits have tended to be attributed to a stage called ‘Common Sabellic’, which can be taken to imply a chronological period between the beginnings of separation between the Sabellic languages and their final separation

1 On the discussion as to whether Faliscan is a dialect of Latin or a closely related language see Bakkum (2009).
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(however this is to be defined), in which the languages, while having undergone some minor changes, could be seen as a continuum of (presumably) mutually comprehensible dialects. However, our evidence for, and understanding of, the Sabellic languages has improved immensely over the last thirty years (notably with the edition of the South Picene corpus by Marinetti 1985, the publication of the inscription from Tortora by Lazzarini & Poccetti 2001, and the editions of Rix 2003 and Crawford et al. 2011), as also for the possible effects of language contact (for introductions to this topic see Thomason 2003 and Hickey 2010). Consequently, it is now clear that there may have been several stages in the split of the Sabellic languages from Proto-Sabellic, and that many of the languages remained in contact for several centuries, resulting in a complicated web of shared developments for which it is often difficult to distinguish between genetic and contact explanations. Indeed, Clackson (2015), following an idea of Garrett (1999), has suggested that similarities between the later-attested Sabellic languages (from about 400 B.C.) should be largely seen as the result of a process of convergence rather than inheritance.

In this article I will argue that the appearance of “weakened” vowels in a number of Sabellic languages, which has previously been seen as a Proto- or at least Common Sabellic development, instead should be seen as independent developments, the weakening in question affecting different vowels in different contexts, and giving different results. Nonetheless, the weakening can be seen as part of a general reduction in vowels in non-initial syllables which is a well-known feature of many of the languages of Ancient Italy, including (at least) some of the Sabellic languages, Latin, and the non-Indo-European Etruscan. This is presumed to be the result of the development of an initial stress accent in all these languages, which was not inherited from Proto-Indo-European by the Italic languages. There is good evidence for contact between speakers of these languages from early in the first millennium B.C., and for the linguistic effects of this contact.

2 The Sabellic languages

The Sabellic languages were spoken in Central and Southern Italy in the first millennium B.C. The earliest evidence for this family comes from around the sixth century, most abundantly in the form of the 23 South Picene inscriptions dating between the sixth and fourth centuries; a small number of other early inscriptions are attested, most notably the 6th- or 5th-century “Tortora Inscription” (Blanda
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1/Ps 20), which, along with a handful of other inscriptions, is often considered to represent a language known as “Pre-Samnite”. Umbrian is attested in a single inscription from the sixth century (Caere 1/Um 4), and otherwise from a handful of inscriptions from around 400 B.C. onwards, and seven bronze tablets called the Iguvine Tables. These fall into two parts, the first written between the late third to the mid-second centuries B.C., in the Umbrian alphabet; the second, from the end of the second or start of the first century, in the Latin alphabet. We have evidence for Oscan from about the beginning of the fourth century to the first century, which was written using the Oscan alphabet in Campania and Samnium (more or less modern-day Campania), and the Greek alphabet in Lucania (Basilicata) and Bruttium (Calabria). A very small number of Oscan inscriptions use the Latin alphabet. Paelignian is attested in several dozen inscriptions using the Latin alphabet in the second and first centuries B.C.; there are a number of other languages such as Volsctian, Vestinian and Marrucinian, which are each attested by a handful of inscriptions at most.

As already noted, the relationships between these languages are hard to define, not least because evidence for many features is lacking in some of the attested languages. While some isoglosses presumably go back to Proto-Sabellic (for discussion of phonological examples, see Meiser 1986: 39–107), many seem to be due to subsequent separate developments, as is often shown by relative chronology. Thus, for example, Oscan and Umbrian both re-organised the five-vowel system they had inherited from Proto-Sabellic by merging *‑ē‑ and *‑i‑ as *‑ê‑, and *‑ō‑ and *‑u‑ as *‑û‑, to give a six vowel system consisting of *‑ī‑, *‑ē‑, *‑e‑, *‑ā‑, *‑ō‑, *‑ū‑ (on the reflexes of *‑ū‑ see Meiser 1986: 53; Seidl 1994: 349–351). This change in the vowel system did not take place in South Picene, where the outcomes of *‑i‑, *‑ē‑, *‑e‑, *‑u‑, *‑ō‑ and *‑o‑ are all distinguished (normally as ⟨i⟩, ⟨i⟩, ⟨e⟩, ⟨u⟩, ⟨o⟩).
(ú) and (o) respectively); nor does exactly the same system apply in Paelignian (Jiménez Zamudio 1986: 129) or in Volscian (Rix 1992: 233–234), where *-ō- and *-u- seem to have fallen together but not *-i- and *-ē-.

Another example is syncope of vowels in medial syllables, which applies in exactly the same environment in (at least) Oscan and Umbrian (short vowels in open syllables, and in closed syllables when followed by *-s-). Nonetheless, this syncope must have taken place after several sound changes which are unique to either Oscan or Umbrian (Benediktsson 1960). Similarly, shortening of long vowels in non-initial (i. e. unstressed) syllables took place in both Oscan and Umbrian. This process took place after the syncope already mentioned, and after other sound changes specific to Oscan and Umbrian, for example, after *-u- < *-u- (but not *-ū- < *-ō-) became [ju] in Oscan (Lejeune 1975: 244–245; Meiser 1986: 135–151; Zair 2014b).

3 Language contact in Ancient Italy

Contacts between speakers of the Sabellic languages, Latin and Etruscan seem to have been extensive and prolonged. Apart from the statements of Roman historians, there are other types of evidence, such as the adoption of similar onomatopoeic systems and shared name elements, such as Latin Numerius, Etruscan numesie, Oscan niusnis, Umbrian numesier or Latin Aulus, Etruscan avile/avle, Oscan avl. (Clackson & Horrocks 2007: 37–49). One effect of the contact can be seen in a number of loan words between the languages (Weiss 2009: 473–476; Wallace 2008: 128–131). Close contact between Latin and the Sabellic languages is implied by the remodelling of the inherited Proto-Indo-European verbal system of present, aorist and perfect stems to a two-stem system, to each of which were built a future, present and past (inf ectum: future, present, imperfect; perfectum: future perfect, perfect, pluperfect). Some of these new categories seem already to have been created in Proto-Italic, such as the imperfect subjunctive, which is built with a morpheme *-sē- in both Latin foret and Oscan fusid [be.impf.subj.3sg]. However, in the main the same verbal category is expressed with different derivational morphology in Latin and the Sabellic languages (e. g. the future perfect, which is expressed with *-is- in Latin but *-ōs- in the Sabellic languages; see Zair 2014a). This gives the impression of being the result of convergence due to long-term con-

Although the greatest evidence for non-inherited shared developments through contact is between Latin and the Sabellic languages, there is at least one feature which was also shared with Etruscan, and which had a long-lasting effect on all these languages; it could be argued that Etruscan should be included as a marginal member of a linguistic area in Ancient Italy. This feature is the reduction and/or loss of vowels in non-initial syllables. In the case of Latin and Etruscan, we have enough evidence to see that this was a slow process, taking place over the course of several centuries. Thus, in Etruscan, confusion in spelling in medial syllables has taken place by the end of the seventh century, resulting in variations of the sort seen in the name *avile, avule, avale, avele*. By the time of the early fifth century, this name is found spelled *avle*, and we see total loss of internal vowels in borrowed names such as Greek Ἀλέξανδρος > *Alexsantre* > *Alśentre* > *Elśentre*, Άτάλαντα > *Atlnta* (Wallace 2008: 37–40). In Latin, short medial vowels in open syllables usually become *-i-*, while *-*a- and *-*o- become *-e- and *-u- respectively in closed syllables. This change is visible in Latin inscriptions after 500 B.C.; subsequently, *-*o- in final syllables followed by a consonant was raised to *-u-* around the end of the third century; and, lastly, long vowels in final syllables followed by a consonant were shortened, except before *-s*, around the start of the second century (Weiss 2009: 120–121, 128). Syncope of final short vowels before *-*s* took place in all the Sabellic languages as far as we can tell (South Picene *meítims*, Interamnia Praetuttiorum 1/TE 5 ‘memorial’ < *meijtimos*, Oscan *húrz*, Teruentum 34/Sa 1. B 20 ‘garden’ /horts/ < *hortos*); whether medial syncope took place in South Picene is unclear (Clackson 2015: 7, but cf. Nishimura 2013: 388–389), but, as already noted, it must have taken place independently in Oscan and Umbrian. These vowel weakenings and syncopes, found in Etruscan, Latin, and the Sabellic languages, are usually explained as being due to the adoption of an initial stress accent. This was certainly not inherited by the Italic languages, since Proto-Indo-European had a free pitch accent. Latin shows no signs of weakening in the earliest inscriptions, and so may not have yet developed the initial accent; we cannot be sure whether it was borrowed from Etruscan, or whether it was a new development there as well.

In the following section, I will discuss the evidence for vowel weakening in the Sabellic languages. Although previous scholars have seen this as a unitary phenomenon applying at a Proto- or Common Sabellic stage, the evidence shows that it took place in different conditions and gave different results in different languages. Furthermore, both relative and absolute chronology suggest a fairly late date for the weakening. Instead, vowel weakening in these languages represents
another facet of the reduction of vowels characteristic of many of the languages of Ancient Italy.

4 Defining vowel weakening

Vowel weakening in the Sabellic languages has not been the subject of much discussion in the scholarly literature, but where it has been discussed it has usually been implicitly or explicitly attributed to Proto- or at least Common Sabellic (e.g. von Planta 1892–1897: 1.237–1.241, 243; Buck 1928: 55–57; Nishimura 2013: 381–386).\(^\text{10}\) The most detailed discussion of the phenomenon is that of Nishimura; he restricts the environment in which vowel weakening occurred to medial vowels before or after a labial consonant, and considers various different spellings of the weakened vowel as reflecting attempts to write a rounded centralised vowel [e] or [u], which “secondarily” (Nishimura 2013: 382) becomes [ø] or [y]. The exception to the view that vowel weakening took place early is Meiser (1986: 33, 268–271), who considers the Umbrian evidence to reflect a purely Umbrian change whereby *-a- becomes [o],\(^\text{11}\) spelt ⟨a⟩ and ⟨u⟩, in environments where *-a- avoided syncope by analogy. The same variation is found in the reflex of final *-ā, which is also assumed to have become [o]. Nishimura (2014: 184–185) agrees that some of the Umbrian forms reflect a different rule from his proposed vowel weakening, and sets up two chronological stages. The first is the Common Sabellic change described above, and the second a development similar to that proposed by Meiser, which took place only in Umbrian, between the third and first centuries B.C. whereby *-a- and *-e- became [a], which was spelt ⟨o⟩ in presētōta (e.g. IT VI b 57), presestotar (IT VII a 20, 22, 33, 36), presestote (IT VII a 6, 8, 24) < presestate (IT I b 27) ‘name of a goddess’ < *-statā and tesēnokir (IT VII b 1, 3), tesēnokir (IT VI a 20, VII a 38) < tesēnakēs (IT I a 11, 14) < *tesēnakojs ‘place name’, in order to maximally distinguish the vowel from [e] ⟨e⟩ in the first syllable.

In the next sections I will examine the evidence for vowel weakening in Oscan, Umbrian and the other Sabellic languages, but first it is important to distinguish this evidence from various other kinds of conditioned changes which affected vowels in the Sabellic languages and which should not be included here. The first is the development of *-a- to *-e- in open medial and closed final syllables which may have taken place in Proto-Sabellic according to Haug (2004) on the basis of

\(^{10}\) “[V]owel reduction was already operative at a very early stage of Sabellic: 550–500 BCE or earlier” (Nishimura 2013: 386).

\(^{11}\) Meiser uses the symbol [â] to represent this open, back, rounded vowel.
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Evidence like Umbrian pruseçetu (IT IIb 12) ‘cut up’ < *prosekatā < *-sekh₂-teh₂, Vestinian didet (Incerulae 4/MV 5) ‘gives’ < *didat < *di-dh₂-ti. Secondly, the Oscan raising in enclitics of [e] > [e] and [o] > [u] found in e.g. tif[eǐ] (Cumae 9/Cm 13) ‘to you’ < *tefei, ists (Abella 1/Cm 1) beside est (Capua 25/Cp 30) < *est,¹² suveis (Abella 1/Cm 1 A.9, B.9), suvad (Pompeii 16/Po 16), suv(ad) (Pompeii 17/Po 17) ‘his/her’ beside súvad (Aufidena 2/Sa 18), súv(ad) (Teruentum 9/Sa 16) < *syo-. As the variation in the spelling shows, this raising was an ongoing process in Oscan (note that it does not feed *-u‑ > [ju] after a dental), and is presumably due to the possibility of treating pronouns and the verb ‘to be’ as clitics (Nishimura 2013: 383 fn. 8).¹³ Thirdly, we have the raising of [o] to [u] before final [m] in Oscan, as seen in infinitives like fatíum, deíkum (Capua 33/Cp 36), deicum (Bantia 1.10/Lu 1) which come from *-om (cf. tríbarakavüm Abella 1 B.10/Cm 1) and accusative singulars in *-om like dolom (Bantia 1.21/Lu1), dunum (Bouianum or Saepinum not Aesernia 1/Sa 22) beside dolom (Bantia 1.5/Lu 1) and dunúm (Teruentum 20/Sa 24) (Buck 1928: 37; Meiser 1986: 52). A similar raising is found also in South Picene, e.g. máfqlúm (Interamnia Praetuttorium 1/TE 5) ‘monument’ < *-om (Weiss 1998). Fourthly, we should discount the instances of -ur- for expected *-or- in Umbrian in forms like curnaco (acc. sg., IT Vla 2, 4, 15, 17) ‘crow’, tursitu (3sg. fut. impv., IT Vlb 60, 7a 49) ‘terrify’. This was seen as raising by Meiser (1986: 116) and Untermann (1990: 297), who differ in the precise conditioning factor; I think -ur- may be the regular reflex in Umbrian of *-r- (Zair forthcoming).

Having excluded these various raising processes, it is now possible for us to examine the remaining evidence for vowel weakening; first that of Oscan, then Umbrian, then the other Sabellic languages will be collected and analysed, before some difficult cases are discussed.

5 Vowel weakening in Oscan

The evidence for vowel weakening in Oscan is rather meagre. Most apparent examples are taken from the first-century-B. C. Tabula Bantina, where we find several instances of ⟨u⟩ in non-initial syllables where we would expect to find another vowel. The forms are pertumum ‘to hinder’ (Bantia 1.7/Lu 1) < *pertemom < Proto-Sabellic *pert-em- beside pertemust (l. 4), pertemest (l. 7); amprufid ‘illegally’

¹² But see Mancini (1997: 111–113) for arguments against including ists in this evidence.
¹³ The same raising is found in the possessive pronoun both in Latin suus and in Umbrian (Leumann 1977: 135; Meiser 1986: 116; Meiser 1998: 68, 159; Weiss 2009: 334). Reduction of ‘to be’ due to enclisis is also a characteristic of Latin (Pezzini 2011).
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(Bantia 1.30/Lu 1) < Proto-Sabellic *amprofēd (cf. Lat. improbē); petirupert ‘four times’ (Bantia 1.14/Lu 1) < Proto-Sabellic *peturā pert beside petiropert (l. 15); prae-fucus ‘prefect’ (Bantia 1.23/Lu 1) beside facus (l. 30). Unfortunately, the Tabula Bantina was not engraved very carefully. Mistakes are fairly frequent, and in particular the engraver’s eye occasionally seems to have slipped forward in his text, as for example in sansae tautam for Bansae toutam (l. 19) ‘the people at Bantia’ and phim pruhipid for pim pruhipid (l. 25) ‘he may not prevent anyone’. Consequently, one might be cautious about pertumum and praefucus, where there is a ⟨u⟩ in the following syllable. Similarly, petirupert is directly followed in the same line by urust ‘he will have pleaded’. There are, however, also occasional forms found in other inscriptions which seem to show the same development, although these are often uncertain. The best case in the Oscan alphabet is fatuveis (Aeclanum 1/Hi 6), which is cognate with Lat. Fatuus, an epithet of Faunus as god of oracles, and perhaps also Lat. fatius ‘silly’. It is probably derived from a tu-stem, and comes from Proto-Italic *fa-tey-o- > Proto-Sabellic *fatoyo- (Untermann 2000: 268; de Vaan 2008: 205). A possible further example is prupukid (Abella 1/Cm 1 A.2) ‘by common agreement (?)’, if this comes from *prūpak‑ < Proto-Sabellic *prō‑pak‑ as usually assumed (see Untermann 2000: 587 for bibliography). However, the meaning of this hapax is not certain; even if that given above is more or less correct, a reconstruction *prō‑pōk‑ < Proto-Indo-European *‑poh2‑k‑ is not entirely ruled out (though disfavoured by Weiss 1993: 36–39). Another instance may be aflukad (Capua 34.3/Cp 37), whose meaning and etymology are exceedingly uncertain (see Untermann 2000: 58, 59 and Mancini 2006); although various etymologies have been suggested, the main reason for thinking that it represents a case of weakening is the existence of the form aflakus in l. 11 of the same inscription. However, although it is tempting to assume that the two verbal forms should be etymologically related, this is not necessarily the case (and is doubted by both Untermann and Mancini). Even if they do come from the same root, it is possible that this could have been something like *leh₃k‑, which would give a full grade *lōk‑ and a zero grade *lāk‑.

All the possible instances of weakening of vowels in Oscan take place in non-initial and non-final open syllables next to a labial.14 The most straightforward analysis of the consistent use of ⟨u⟩ in the Latin alphabet and ⟨u⟩ in the Oscan alphabet is that the resulting vowel was felt to be nearest to /u/ (cf. /o/, which was spelt ⟨o⟩ and ⟨u⟩), although it could of course be any rounded, relatively close vowel, such as [ə] or [u]. It affects Oscan [a] < *‑a‑, [ε] < *‑e‑, and [o] (from *‑o‑ and

14 If aflukad does belong here, the labiality of the -f- in the previous syllable must have been enough to cause the change.
The restriction to non-initial syllables is shared with developments such as syncope and vowel-shortening discussed in Section 3. A plausible explanation of the weakening seen in Oscan is reduction of duration of vowels in unstressed syllables. Since higher vowels tend to have shorter duration, this is liable to lead to raising (Flemming 2004: 244–248; Barnes 2006: 29–30; Sen 2012: 465–466, 474–478). Apparently, the lack of stress did not affect the realisations of the vowels enough to be reflected in writing, except when there was the further conditioning factor of lip-rounding in an adjacent consonant, in which case the reduced and hence higher and more rounded vowel could be analysed as [u] (or at least closest to [u]). Even in this environment, writing of the weakened vowel as ⟨u⟩ or ⟨u⟩ is sporadic at best. Even in the Tabula Bantina, by no means all vowels next to a labial are spelt ⟨u⟩; in addition to the forms like pertemum and petiropert mentioned above, there are many cases like fefacid (l. 10) ‘he should act’, fefacust (l. 11) ‘he will have acted’, censamur (l. 19) ‘he is to be listed’, lamatir (l. 21) ‘let him be flogged’, famelo (l. 22) ‘estate’, etc. It is possible that the development to [u] (or [e] etc.) was only phonetic at this stage. At any rate, the underlying phoneme was normally written, which would have been easily identified due to other parts of the verb or noun paradigm where it was preserved due to being in a non-medial or closed syllable (e.g. pertemust beside *em-, cf. Umbrian emantur IT Va 8; praefucus beside facus; petiropert beside *peturo).

6 Vowel weakening in Umbrian

The Umbrian alphabet does not distinguish between [u] and [o], so we cannot tell which vowel is represented in prehubia (IT Va 12) ‘he should put forward’ < *-habea < Proto-Sabellic *-habēāt (beside prehabia IT Va 5, habia e.g. IT Va 17), perhaps ařputrati (IT Va 12) ‘decision’ (abl. sg.) (although the etymology is unclear: Untermann 2000: 53-3; de Vaan 2008: 50). In the Latin alphabet, however, this vowel is usually written with ⟨o⟩: comoltu (IT VI b 17, 41, VIIa 39, 44, 45), kumultu (IT Ia 34) ‘grind thoroughly’ < -*malštu < *-maletōd (beside kumaltu e.g. IT Ia 9); the divine name prestota (e.g. IT VIIb 57), gen. sg. prestotar (IT VIIa 20, 22, 33, 36), dat. sg. prestote (IT VIIa 6, 8, 24) < *-statā (beside prestate IT Ib 27); the toponymic adjective abl. pl. tesenocir (IT VIIb 1, 3), tesonocir (IT VIIa 20, VIIa 38) beside tesenakes (IT Ia 11, 14); atropusatu (IT VIIb 36) ‘perform a tripudium’

15 According to von Planta (1892–1897: 1, 237–241, 243), only [a] and [o] were affected, but pertumum demonstrates that [e] was also affected.
< *atrepuďatu < *ā‑tri‑pud‑ā‑tōd¹⁶ (beside ahatripursatu IT VIIa 23, atripursatu IT Vlb 16, ahtrepuřatu IT IIA 24, 25, 31, 38, atre{:}puřatu IT IIB 18); perhaps amboltu (IT Vlb 52)? if from*‑altu (Untermann 2000: 84–85).

Looking first at the data with *‑a‑, we find variation between ⟨a⟩ and ⟨u⟩ in the Umbrian alphabet, and consistent ⟨o⟩ in the Latin alphabet. As already discussed in section 4, Meiser (1986: 33, 268–271) attributes this to a change of *‑a‑ to [ɔ], which is also the result of word-final original long *‑ā‑. I would be inclined to suppose that Proto-Sabellic *‑a‑ was already something like [ɔ]. The long *‑ā‑ was perhaps slightly more closed; at any rate, in absolute final position it became raised to [o] and fell together with /o/ in Oscan (Zair 2016: 56–57). In Umbrian, in final position it is found spelt with both ⟨a⟩ and ⟨u⟩ in the Umbrian alphabet, and ⟨o⟩ in the Latin alphabet (Meiser 1986: 266–267). This suggests a period of uncertainty as to whether to spell the raised result of *‑ā‑ (perhaps [ɔ]) with ⟨a⟩ or ⟨u⟩ followed by eventual falling together with /o/, perhaps by the time the latest portions of the Iguvine tables in the Umbrian alphabet were written (Meiser 1986: 267). The same can have happened with unstressed *‑a‑, with raising being the result of reduction in an unstressed syllable, although the final falling together with /o/ seems to have happened slightly later, since there are still spellings with ⟨a⟩ in tables Ia 10–Ila 14, which otherwise spell *‑ā‑ consistently with ⟨u⟩ (Meiser 1986: 266–267, 271).

As shown by the weakening in kumultu < *‑maletōd, which is however never found in the frequent past participle kumates (e.g. IT Ila 42), comatir (e.g. Vlb 17) < *‑mal‑to‑), weakening, at least of *‑a‑, is limited to syllables that were open before the process of medial syncope.¹⁷ As already noted, Nishimura suggests that unstressed vowels were weakened in labial environments already in Common Sabellic, and *‑a‑ and *‑e‑ in a non-labial environment within Umbrian itself. This is a possible interpretation of the evidence, but because of the variation in the Umbrian alphabet between the spellings ⟨a⟩ and ⟨u⟩ for *‑a‑ there is little positive evidence for it: while it is true that most examples of the spelling with ⟨u⟩ are in a labial environment, the use of ⟨a⟩ in the single example of prestate and two examples of tesenakes could still represent [ɔ]. Furthermore, no weakening seems yet to have taken place in ahtrepuřatu, atre{:}puřatu, despite the [e] being next to a labial.

Beside these cases of *‑a‑, we find only one instance each of [ɛ] < *‑e‑ and [e] from *‑i‑ being written ⟨o⟩ in tesonocir and atropusatu respectively. Given the very small number of examples, it is difficult to know what to do with this evidence. The

¹⁶ For the vowel in the root *‑pud‑ see below, in this section.
¹⁷ Thus Meiser 1986: 271.
change in these words is considered irregular by Meiser (1986: 271–272), and in the case of *tesonocir* we might wonder if the first ⟨o⟩ is due to eye-skip to the following ⟨o⟩ by the engraver. But there is no such explanation for *atropusatu*. If *tesonocir* and *atropusatu* are in fact examples of vowel weakening, this may be the result of a secondary change, slightly different from that supposed by Nishimura. The development of *-a-* seems to be more or less regular, insofar as the evidence allows us to tell. Since vowels in open syllables were lost in Proto-Umbrian, *-a-* was only preserved in this environment due to paradigmatic analogy. Consequently, there are very few examples, but most of those for which we have evidence in the Latin alphabet are spelt with ⟨o⟩. By comparison, the only instances of analogically preserved *-e-* and *-i-* which are written ⟨o⟩ are *tesonocir* and *atropusatu*; compare, for example, *proseseto* (IT VIa 56) ‘cut up’ < *proseketē*, which is attested, along with other parts of the paradigm, 14 times in the Latin alphabet, but never has its penultimate vowel spelt ⟨o⟩. As in the Oscan case, we may have here a phonetic development which is often not represented in writing; in *tesonocir* and *atropusatu* it is likely that it was harder to identify the underlying phoneme since there was no strong evidence from elsewhere in the paradigm; the back rounded vowels in the following syllable may have been responsible for the spelling ⟨o⟩ in both cases (the presence of a labial could be a further conditioning factor for *atropusatu*).

The single exception to the spellings with ⟨a⟩ or ⟨u⟩ and ⟨o⟩, suggesting values [ɔ] and then [o] for *-a-*, seen so far, is in the third syllable of *atropusatu*, *ahatripursatu*, with ⟨u⟩ rather than ⟨o⟩. It is usually assumed that this vowel is etymologically *-o-*, but the origin of this word is very difficult. It is derived from the word attested in Latin as *tripidium* ‘a ritual dance in triple time; the noisy falling to the ground of corn fed on by the sacred chickens’, which is usually taken to have come from *tri-pod-i-o-*, being related to the word for ‘foot’ (Untermann 2000: 62–63; de Vaan 2008: 462). But this ought to have given *tripidium* by Latin vowel weakening, and there is no satisfactory explanation for the divergent development here; the semantics are also difficult, as discussed below. According to Sommer & Pfister (1977: 85), *tripidium* is due to recomposition as *tripodiom* after vowel weakening, whence, by a further round of weakening, *tripidium*. But this secondary change is *ad hoc*, being otherwise only found in *repudium* ‘rejection, divorce’, also based on *podiom*, according to Sommer & Pfister. It is also unclear what the synchronic basis for such a recomposition might have been:

18 For explanations of possible exceptions, see Meiser (1986: 271).
19 *aha-* in this form is a way of writing [a:].
20 Weakening of *-o-* to *-u-* normally takes place only in closed syllables (Weiss 2009: 116–117).
21 Presumably this is also what Leumann (1977: 392) has in mind; Weiss (2009: 118) merely refers to “secondary origin”.
the only plausible sources are the Greek loan-words *podium* ‘an elevated height’, which does not have the right semantics, and *tripūs*, -*odis* ‘three-footed seat’, a connection with which might have been possible for *tripudium*, but hardly for *repudium*.

For *repudium*, the better etymological connection is probably with *pudeō* ‘I am ashamed’ (Walde & Hofmann 1938–1956: 2.381–2.382; Ernout & Meillet 1985: 571; de Vaan 2008: 496), which would then provide the basis for the retention of the unweakened vowel in the compound (the connection was still felt by the grammarian Verrius, as reported by Festus; Lindsay 1913: 350). For *tripudium*, the connection with *pod-* is also problematic semantically: while it explains the meaning ‘solemn religious dance’, it is hard to see the connection with the chicken-feed omen. What both of these meanings have in common is the idea of things striking the ground rather than ‘feet’, and this is certainly the concept that was uppermost in the minds of Cicero (*Div. 2.72*) and Festus (Lindsay 1913: 284, 498) who offer etymologies derived from *terra* ‘earth’ and *pauio* ‘strike’. The only strong reason to associate *tripudium* with a root *pod-* is the forms *tripodauerunt* and *tripodationem* in the Acta Arvalia (CIL: 6, 2104a). But these forms are not in the apparently ancient Carmen Arvale, but in the surrounding text of the inscription, which dates to 218 A.D., and which was not carefully inscribed, with frequent errors (Gordon 1951: 88). Consequently, I suspect that the composer or inscriber of the inscription misspelt this technical and unusual word, perhaps under the influence of *tripūs*, -*odis*. Given the problems involved, I do not think we can be sure that the “root” at the basis of *tripudium* and *atroplusatu* is *pod-* rather than *pud-*., and the better etymology might be the connection with Greek ἁστείω ‘urge on, press on, hasten’, Lithuanian spáusti ‘push, press, hurry’ and Greek πυδαρίζω ‘dance the fling’ (Walde & Hofmann 1938–1956: 2.205–2.206; Beekes 2010: 1254). An original meaning to the root of ‘slap’ or ‘beat’ would do well to explain the forms in Latin and the other languages. In this case, the Umbrian forms would show the original vocalism. The failure of vowel-weakening in *tripudium* remains a problem, of course. The only explanation for its failure to undergo weakening that occurs to me is the retention of the original form in highly formulaic and conservative ritual language.

---

22 I am grateful to Jouna Pyysalo for pointing out to me the existence of πυδαρίζω. The same root may in fact also lie behind *pudeō* and *repudium* (de Vaan 2008: 496).

23 The failure of vowel-weakening in *tripudium* remains a problem, of course. The only explanation for its failure to undergo weakening that occurs to me is the retention of the original form in highly formulaic and conservative ritual language.
Vowel weakening in the other Sabellic languages

There may be evidence for vowel weakening in other Sabellic languages, although in most cases it is extremely limited.24 ‘Pre-Samnite’ διποτερεμ (Nerulum 1/Ps 1) is read as διποτερες and interpreted as ‘of Jupiter’ by Rix (1997: 144–149). This would give ⟨o⟩ for *‑a‑ in *‑patereis. But, as noted by Crawford et al. (2011: 1341), there is no warrant for reading final ⟨μ⟩ as ⟨ı⟩, and consequently the meaning and etymology of this form are uncertain (although, as Rix observes, the final -μ is very hard to interpret, and Crawford et al.’s (2011) attempt, attributed to Clackson, to explain the form, is unpromising). If the ⟨o⟩ in this form were due to vowel weakening, we could not be sure, given the absence of examples of Proto-Sabellic *‑u‑ in this inscription, whether the weakened vowel must be [o], or whether it could also be [u].

Paelignian is the only other Sabellic language in which there is a certain amount of evidence for vowel weakening, which consists of hospus (Sulmo 13/Pg 11) ‘stranger’ < Proto-Sabellic *hosti‑pot‑s (Untermann 2000: 335–336) and hanustu (Corfinium 6/Pg 9), if this means ‘honoured’, from *hanostā (cf. Latin honor, honestus; Untermann 2000: 317).25 If both examples here are reliable, Paelignian seems to show a weakening of *‑o‑ to [u] like Oscan (note that, as in the Tabula Bantina, Paelignian orthography represents [u] < *‑u‑ and *‑ō‑ with ⟨u⟩; Jiménez Zamudio 1986: 121, 123–124). Unlike in Oscan, the weakening seems to take place in closed syllables (in hanustu), but as discussed in Section 2, closed syllables ending in *‑s‑ acted like open syllables for the purposes of syncope in Oscan and Umbrian, so it is possible that this is also the case for vowel weakening. Since we have no evidence for this environment in Oscan, we cannot be sure that it would not have taken place here also. In hospus, weakening seems to have taken place in a final syllable, but this could be due to levelling from parts of the paradigm such as gen. sg. *‑pot‑os in which it was in a medial syllable. However, if hanustu is reliable, Paelignian vowel weakening is different from that of Oscan in taking place when the vowel was not preceded or followed by a labial.

25 The imperfect subjunctive upsaseter, also mentioned by Jiménez Zamudio (1986: 14, 121), has ⟨u⟩ = [u:] < *‑ō‑, by analogy with the perfect stem in *‑ōps‑ (Rix 1993).
8 Remaining evidence

So far the evidence from Oscan, Umbrian and Paelignian has shown rather clean-cut distinctions: in addition to some differences in the environment in which weakening has taken place, there is also a strong distinction between Oscan (and Paelignian, as far as we can tell), where the result of weakening is always [u] (or at least a reasonably close rounded vowel), and Umbrian, where, at least for *-a-, it seems to have been [a] and later [o]. However, these results are somewhat artificial, insofar as some evidence that is usually considered as part of the data for vowel weakening has thus far been omitted. These forms, which reflect a unitary environment consisting of the vowel that developed from a syllabic *-η- before vowel in Proto-Italic, are collected and discussed here, and it will be shown that they are not relevant to vowel weakening, but rather reflect the regular reflex of *-η- in this environment.

We have evidence in the Sabellic languages for syllabic *-η- before a vowel from two sources, both inherited from Proto-Italic: superlatives in *-t-ηo- (e.g. Latin optimus ‘best’) and *-is-ηo- (e.g. Latin facillimus ‘easiest’ < *fakil-is-ηo-), and adjectives deriving from some numerals (e.g. Latin decimus ‘tenth’ < *dekη-ο-, cf. decem ‘ten’ < *dekη). The latter is found in the Palaeo-Umbrian name setums ‘Septimus’ ([Caere 1]/Um 4) < *septmn-ο-, while superlatives are attested in several Sabellic languages: Oscan últiamam (Capua 22/Cp 31) ‘furthest’, Umbrian hondomu (IT Via 9, 10) ‘lowest’ contain the *-t-ηo- suffix, while ‘Pre-Samnite’ ρολαισυμος, [ρολαισυμαδ (Blanda 1/Ps 20) ‘best’ contains *-is-ηo-. Apart from Oscan nesimum, nessimas, Umbrian nesimei ‘nearest’, which is of unclear derivation, as we shall see shortly, the vowel that results from pre-vocalic *-η- is, or at least can be, consistent across all forms and languages: Oscan ⟨u⟩ must represent [u], and, as far as one can tell, this is also the value of ⟨u⟩ in setums and ⟨u⟩ in ġολαισυμος.26 In Umbrian, *-u- was lowered to [o] before nasals (Meiser 1986: 120–122), so hondomu could have come from *hondumo- as well as *hondomo-. Although this vowel is the same as that resulting from vowel weakening in Oscan, the Palaeo-Umbrian form, dating from before the pre-nasal lowering rule, shows that the outcome there is also [u], which is different from the vowel weakening

26 In [Caere 1]/Um 4, ⟨u⟩ presumably represents [u], since [o:] is written with ⟨o⟩ in miom ‘me’ < *mē-ōm. The Tortora inscription seems to distinguish between *-u-, which is spelt ⟨u⟩ (fυυροδ, fυυροδ < *bhu-) and *-o- and *-o-, which are spelt ⟨o⟩ (ιμοιο < *dιουιοj, οσερηο [δ], cf. Lat. observare, τακουςτρυδ < *-tōd, ρολαισυμος, ρολος < *-οδ, fυυροδ, fυυροδ < *-ont). However, υμοι, if correctly divided and understood, looks as though it belongs with Umbrian pusme, South Picene posmui ‘to whom’ < *k“o-sm-ōj, so it is possible that in some contexts ⟨u⟩ can be used to write *-o-.
output [ɔ]/[o] in Umbrian. Furthermore, although the quality of the vowel is the same in Oscan, nonetheless the *‑u‑ that derives from *‑η‑ is different from the [u] that comes from vowel weakening, since it feeds the rule *‑u‑ > [ju] after a dental, as shown by ultiamam < *oltumām, whereas [u] from vowel weakening does not, as shown by fatveis < *fatoveiš.

The only support for an explanation of these forms on the basis of vowel weakening is the unique vowel [i] in the second syllable of Oscan nesiaum (Bantia 1.17, 31/Lu 1), nesimois (Bantia 1.25/Lu 1), nessimas (Capua 29/Cp 24), nessimas (Capua 22/Cp 31), Umbrian nesime (IT VIa 9) ‘nearest’. According to Nishimura, the spelling ⟨i⟩, ⟨i⟩ in this word is an attempt to write ‘secondary’ [ø] or [y]. But of all the evidence for weakened vowels, this is the only case of a spelling with ⟨i⟩ or ⟨i⟩ rather than a sign for a back vowel, and he does not give any explanation of what would be the reason for the development of ‘secondary’ [ø] or [y] only in this word.27 This being the case, I would argue that such an explanation for consistent ⟨i⟩, ⟨i⟩ in the single same lexeme across both Oscan and Umbrian is intrinsically suspect. Other explanations are in fact possible, and to be preferred. According to Cowgill (1970: 132, 136–140), nesiaum etc. comes from Proto-Italic *nesd‑is‑η‑o‑ > *nedsisVmo‑ > *nessismo‑ > *nessimo‑; if he is correct, the vowel of the second syllable is simply the regular reflex of the superlative suffix *‑is‑η‑o‑. Nishimura (2005: 171–173) objects to the sporadic metathesis required to get from *nesd‑ to *ned‑, and reconstructs instead *ned‑η‑o‑, which ought to give *nessumo‑ if *‑um‑ is the regular result of *‑η‑ as suggested here. If Nishimura’s reconstruction is preferred, I would explain the attested forms as due to replacement of *‑umo‑ by *‑imo‑ < *‑ismo‑, as seen in Oscan maiam ‘greatest’ (Bantia 1.3/Lu 1), ulaemom (Bantia 1.10/Lu 1) (on the origins of this suffix see Cowgill 1970: 137–140; Nishimura 2005: 162–171, 178–180). Once *‑η‑ had become *‑um‑, Common Sabellic would have had two superlative suffixes: *‑tumo‑ < *‑t‑η‑o‑ and *‑imo‑ < *‑is(u)mo‑ < *‑is‑η‑o‑. After *‑dt‑ > *‑ss‑, *nedη‑o‑ > *nessumo‑ would not have obviously belonged to either type and was ‘corrected’ to ‘regular’ *nessimo‑.

27 Buck (1928: 55) suggests the conditioning factor is the vowel of the preceding syllable, but that the distribution was obscured by the influence of related forms; clearly, there is no way of testing this hypothesis, at least with the small amount of data currently available to us. As noted by Nishimura (2004: 244 fn. 31), ‘Palaeo-Umbrian’ setum has the same vowel in the first syllable as nesiaum etc.
9 Relative and absolute chronology

The evidence for vowel weakening in the Sabellic languages seems to suggest that different processes took place in the different languages, although all of them targeted non-initial short vowels in open syllables. In Oscan [a], [e], and [o] underwent raising and rounding to give [u] in open syllables before or after a labial. In Umbrian, *-a-, probably already [o], was raised in open syllables to [ɔ], perhaps eventually becoming [o]. There may also have been a second, later, development of [ɛ] and [e] also to [o]. The presence of an adjacent labial consonant is not required for the Umbrian change (*prestota etc., *tesonocir etc.). In Paelignian, as far as the evidence is reliable, weakened vowels became [u] as in Oscan, but unlike Oscan did not require a labial environment.

In addition to the differences in output and environment, relative chronology shows that weakening must have taken place separately in the individual languages. As already mentioned, vowel weakening took place in Oscan after the development of *-u- to [ju] after a dental, as shown by *fatuveis (not *fatuveis). It is also likely that it took place after shortening of long vowels in Oscan, as shown by the fact that it affected original *-ā > *-ō > *-o in petirupert < petiropert < *peturā pert.28 That weakening took place only after shortening of *-ō to *-o is plausible on general linguistic grounds: phonetically, the increased duration of long vowels ought to inhibit raising, and indeed usually does: “vowel contrasts are neutralized in short, unstressed syllables” (Flemming 2005: 5; see also Barnes 2006: 93–94, and implied passim). Weakening affecting short but not long vowels would also fit in with the general resistance of long vowels to reduction phenomena in the Sabellic languages and in Latin, all of which underwent changes of this sort in unstressed syllables during the first millennium B.C.: as noted in Section 3, syncope in Oscan and Umbrian affected only short vowels; the same is true of Latin vowel weakening. On the basis of these pieces of evidence we can set up the following relative chronology of sound changes for Oscan, which was already separate from Proto-Sabellic: *-u- > [ju] after a dental → Loss of vowel length in non-initial syllables → Vowel weakening.29 I would date *-u- > [ju] to the first half of the fourth century B.C., and loss of vowel length to the second half of that century (Zair 2014b: 119–120), so we can give an absolute date of not much before 300; this would be the date of our earliest possible example of vowel weakening, aflukad (Capua 34.3/Cp 37). If aflukad is not the result of vowel weakening, it might rather

---

28 The suffix -pert must have been a separate word at the time when *-ā became *-ō, since this change only affected absolute word-final *-ā (Meiser 1986: 44).
29 The development of [ju] from *-u- took place before vowel shortening, as noted in section 2.
have occurred later, since our next earliest example, *fatuveis* (Aeclanum 1/Hi 6) occurs in an inscription of c. 150 B.C.

In Umbrian the weakening of *-a- to [ɔ] must have taken place prior to medial syllable syncope, a change which took place separately in the individual Sabellic languages but before our earliest evidence for Umbrian. However, weakening of [ɛ] and [e], if it took place at all, may have happened between the writing of the earlier and later Iguvine Tables, that is, between the early third and late second centuries B.C. There is no evidence for a relative chronology of weakening in Paelignian: it must have taken place prior to around 100 B.C., the date of both Sulmo 13/Pg 11 and Corfinium 6/Pg 9.

### 10 Conclusion

Weakening of non-initial vowels in Oscan, Umbrian and Paelignian took place in different environments in each language, and the vowel that resulted from weakening was different in Oscan and Paelignian from that in Umbrian; within each language, however, the writing of the resulting vowel was consistent. Relative chronology shows that vowel weakening in Oscan and Umbrian must have taken place after sound changes specific to each language; this is backed up by the late appearance of vowel weakening in our Oscan texts.

As a result of this evidence, we cannot attribute vowel weakening of this type to Proto-Sabellic, or to Common Sabellic, at least insofar as this is defined as reflecting a relatively undifferentiated dialect continuum, with just a few changes separating the Sabellic languages. Instead, it must have taken place in parallel in Oscan,

---

30 A reviewer suggests to me that it is possible that there was a general weakening in Common Sabellic of vowels in open syllables to something like [ə], which was then represented in different ways in the different orthographies of Oscan, Umbrian and Paelignian. In principle this is possible: we could suppose that as an allophone of the various phonemic vowels in Oscan it was not written, except where it was additionally rounded by adjacent labials, and it is only the rounding that did not take place until after fronting of *-u- after a coronal. But *petirupert* (if it is reliable) requires weakening to have taken place after shortening of long vowels, which happened during the history of Oscan. And, if, as is probable, we should ignore *afliukad*, there are no instances of weakening prior to c. 150 B.C., which also seems striking. For Umbrian, on the other hand, the evidence suggests that in the first place only *-a- was affected there, while Oscan seems to show weakening of [o] and [ɛ] as well. If the development were to [a], I would also be surprised by the consistency with which it is represented by either the etymological vowel or ⟨u⟩ in the Umbrian alphabet, and ⟨o⟩ in the Latin alphabet, by comparison with the general uncertainty of how to write /e/, another vowel for which neither orthography provided a clear model (Meiser 1986: 27). Compare also the variation in spelling of the weakened vowel in Etruscan, as discussed in section 3.
Umbrian and perhaps Paelignian at a relatively late stage in the development of the languages. We should consider it as part of a picture of much longer-lasting contact between a wide variety of languages of Ancient Italy, including the Sabellic languages, Latin, and the non-Indo-European Etruscan. The main linguistic effect of this contact which arose in all of these languages was the development of an initial stress accent, followed by reduction or loss of vowels in non-initial syllables. Vowel weakening in Oscan, Umbrian and perhaps Paelignian can now be seen as further evidences of the consequences of being a member of the linguistic area that developed in Ancient Italy.
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